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Introduction

Ministries and State Institutions in Jokowi government proposed a draft of Government Regulation in lieu of Law (PERPPU) to adopt chemical castration for perpetrators of child sexual crime. This proposal creates pros and cons among stakeholders including those legal experts, medics and human rights activists.

The Government seems to have in-agreement attitude to provide additional sanction for criminals of child sexual crime through chemical castration. If heavier penal is being executed, then there will be contradictory to prevailing principles of penal judgments to the perpetrators, and also in contradiction to types of criminal sanctions in Indonesian Penal Code (KUHP). KUHP only acknowledges primary sanction and additional sanction which is no mention of providing chemical castration, a corporal punishment or punishment to the body, in these two-type sanctions.

To Institute for Criminal Justice Reform (ICJR), particularly to Alliance 99, a network of hundreds of civil society non-government organizations in Indonesia who concern to child victims of child sexual abuse, the government proposal on chemical castration definitely would be strictly declined. The discourse of PERPPU on chemical castration for perpetrators of child sexual crime is a step which is no longer loyal to the idea of democratic criminal law and human rights oriented in criminal law reform.

This government effort is deemed to be “revenge” effort in the name of victim interest which provides heavier burden in criminal sanctions to perpetrators rather than thinks of criminal prevention to sexual crimes and right-to-remedy to victims.

Providing chemical castration is not a fair way-out to victims and there are no significant relations between chemical castration and the reduced numbers of child sexual offences, there is no science effect, that victims will be recovered by providing additional sanction of chemical castration to the perpetrators. Government has been lulled by chemical castration, that it could be a “magic” solution to provide criminal sanction to perpetrators of sexual offences in the future.

For that reason, therefore, ICJR take initiative to conduct research on comparison in some countries that have prevailing national laws on chemical castration. It is significant to be conducted so that Indonesia will not take wrongfully acts in creating and implementing such policy.

Institute for Criminal Justice Reform (ICJR)
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A. Executive Summary

1. This research note provides an overview of the laws that regulate the use of “chemical castration” by institutions that form part of the criminal justice system in response to convictions for certain types of (sex) offences. Chemical castration (“CC”) in this research note means the use, in that context, of any drug or type of drug that has an “anti-libidinal” or “anti-androgen” effect.

2. Such laws exist in a not insignificant number of jurisdictions. In some jurisdictions, notably California and Florida, CC is a distinct sentencing option that may, and in some circumstances must, be imposed by the court. When CC is formulated in a law as a distinct sentencing option, it tends to be viewed as a form of punishment and as punitive in nature, as well as serving to protect the community. In other jurisdictions, notably Australia, CC is not a distinct sentencing option. Instead, the law is formulated such that CC may be included, implicitly or explicitly, in a sentencing order made by the court. For example, the court may make CC a condition of a supervisions order. Alternatively, the court may allow the corrective services department or agency to determine whether CC should be considered and administered. When CC is included in the law in this manner, it tends to be viewed as a form of treatment and rehabilitation, as well as serving to protect the community.

3. The precise structure or formulation of laws that provide for CC differ in important ways in each jurisdiction. The following three alternatives are of some use in categorising these laws. First, the administration of CC as a form of treatment may be “voluntary” in the sense that CC will only be considered, and is only lawful, if a person is convicted of certain types of offences and consents to such treatment. This is reportedly the case in a number of jurisdictions, including England and Denmark. Secondly, a law relating to CC may be “discretionary”. Chemical castration may be a sentencing option that a court may impose if a person has been convicted of a certain offence, along with any other sentence (such as imprisonment). But the court does not have to impose it. If the Court does impose it as a sentence, then the sentenced person is required to undergo the treatment. Thirdly and finally, a law may be “mandatory”. If a person is convicted of certain types of offences, then the court must impose the sentence of CC (as well as any other sentence, such as imprisonment). Typically, laws that provide that a sentence involving CC is mandatory are applicable when an offender re-offends.

4. In US jurisdictions, the CC process is usually required to be commenced shortly before release from prison. Chemical castration treatment may continue after release for the period nominated by the court. If a person’s consent is required for CC, but early release or parole depends on that treatment, then this raises doubt about whether consent may properly be described as voluntary.

5. Most laws that provide that CC may or must be imposed for serious sex offences do so for offences committed against children. However, some jurisdictions have enacted laws that allow or require a sentence of CC in relation to serious sex offences that are not committed against children. Care must be taken in considering whether the types of offences for which CC may be imposed – for example, rape – are equal, analogous or at least comparable in substance across jurisdictions.
6. Some jurisdictions, notably California, prescribe the drug that is to be used in the CC process in the law itself. California’s laws prescribe the drug medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA), commonly known by the brand name Depo-Provera. Other drugs that are used in the CC process include Cyproterone acetate (CPA), commonly known as Androcur; and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). Chemical castration using these drugs is usually described as being “reversible” (once treatment is ceased).

7. The researcher focused on the laws relating to CC. A particularly significant avenue of enquiry was the question why certain jurisdictions introduced new laws providing for CC in the period of the last twenty years. Many legislators claimed that CC would significantly reduce rates of recidivism. Thus, the reason for such laws, according to these legislators, is the (better) protection of the community. Sometimes, CC laws are considered or introduced in response to a particular crime; and in response to public pressure (whether real or perceived) related to that crime. Some legislators also seem to feel that, if such laws exist in another jurisdiction, then such laws are also needed in that legislator’s jurisdiction. Some experts point to other factors, such as a general public outrage and sense of vulnerability about the prevalence of offences committed against children; and the fact that prisons are overcrowded and that CC may be an effective and cheaper alternative.

8. There are controversies and ongoing debates about the use of chemical castration in criminal justice. One such controversy is whether CC is “effective”. Those who are in favour often argue that CC reduces recidivism (works to prevent people from re-offending). Those who are opposed argue that this is not the case. Alternatively, they argue that there is conflicting evidence or not enough evidence to be sure whether and how recidivism is reduced; and whether and how CC may act as a deterrent (stops others from offending). Some experts suggest that CC may reduce recidivism but only when:

- Used in relation to a small and specific subset of sex offenders (which must be identified); and
- Used in certain specific circumstances (relevant factors may include the willingness or consent of the person being treated); and
- The use is “appropriate”; or it is used for “appropriate” persons (relevant factors to determine appropriateness are not always clear and will vary, but a critical factor is the health of the person being treated and the likely health implications of treatment); and
- Used in conjunction with other measures; and
- The treatment can be properly administered and monitored.

9. Ultimately, the questions whether CC is “effective” is not within the scope of this research note and the researcher is not in a position to express a conclusion or final opinion about “effectiveness” (however defined).

10. Other controversies include: ethical considerations for the legal profession and the medical profession; human rights issues and constitutional rights implications; how to determine whether a person is an “appropriate” person to receive treatment; and practical considerations such as the proper administration of the drugs by properly qualified health professionals and ongoing monitoring. In relation to many of these issues there does not appear to be a consensus; and little or
no systematic research, data or evidence. In the limited public debate about this issue, reference is only very rarely made to current or recent studies and scientific literature regarding CC.

11. Anecdotal evidence indicates that setting up and maintaining a properly administered CC treatment system is resource intensive and expensive. There are also some indications that, even in jurisdictions which provide for mandatory CC sentences in some circumstances, the enforcement of such sentences is not systematic and may be problematic.

12. The overview of laws in this research note is not exhaustive. However, it is sufficiently comprehensive to allow for tentative observations about trends in the law and policy relating to CC. Over the last twenty years, it appears that an increasing number of jurisdictions have either introduced or strengthened laws that provide for CC. This development seems to have been driven mainly by two, sometimes interrelated, factors. The first factor is that one jurisdiction has introduced such laws, and then jurisdictions nearby have decided also to introduce such laws. This appears to have been the case in the US. California introduced CC as a distinct sentence in the mid-1990s; and in the following years a number of other states adopted very similar laws. The second factor is real or perceived public pressure, felt by a government, often in response to a particular crime or series of crimes, to introduce “tougher” laws, such as a sentence involving CC. Laws introduced in Poland around 2010 are an example of this.

13. Laws that were introduced in this manner tend to provide for CC as a “mandatory” or “discretionary” sentence. Still, only a few jurisdictions currently provide for mandatory CC sentences. Similarly, only a few jurisdictions provide that CC is a discretionary sentencing option, which, once made, must be complied with by the person that is sentenced. It is in relation to such sentencing regimes that the greatest controversy exists.

14. On the other hand, it is not uncommon that the law is formulated such that a sentencing order made by the court may include, implicitly or explicitly, an order relating to chemical castration. Currently in Australia, such a sentencing order appears to be made exclusively (or almost exclusively) on the basis that the person to be treated consents to the treatment. Voluntary treatment programs which may involve some form of CC treatment are relatively common in Europe and elsewhere. In such programs, a person participates voluntarily and is subject to an assessment to determine the appropriateness of CC treatment.
B. Introduction

15. This research note reviews the laws that provide for the use of chemical castration (also referred to by the abbreviation “CC”) by institutions that form part of the criminal justice system in response to a conviction for particular types of crimes in different jurisdictions. Its aim is to provide an overview of such laws. It is not exhaustive.

16. The content of the research note is set out in the following table of contents.
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Scope of this research note: the research brief

17. The research note considers the following questions.

- Which jurisdictions make provision for forms of chemical castration (CC) of convicted persons (criminal offenders) in their criminal laws or in their criminal justice system?
- How are these laws formulated?
- Why have such laws been adopted? (Or why have certain jurisdictions considered but decided not to adopt such laws.)

18. Particular emphasis is placed on the last point: what are the reasons or justifications for, or policy goals of, the introduction of such laws?

Focus on the law

19. This paper focuses on the law relating to CC in criminal justice. The paper does not directly address whether and how CC is “effective” in the scientific, clinical or criminological sense. The researcher is not in a position to properly consider this issue. Of course, various sources that were reviewed in the compilation of this report refer to literature and studies of psychiatrists, psychologists, criminologists and other experts about the “effectiveness” of CC. These are referred to in this research note to the extent that they are used by others to justify or explain the law.

Literature about the “effectiveness” and “appropriateness” of the use of CC

20. Those who are in favour of laws allowing CC or making CC mandatory in certain circumstances typically argue that it is effective in the sense that it reduces recidivism. Those opposed to CC typically argue there is insufficient evidence to be sure of its effectiveness; and that it is not
effective for some offenders and when not used properly. These arguments are set out in Gimino’s article (in favour of California’s laws making CC mandatory in some cases);\(^1\) and in Spalding’s article (opposed to Florida’s laws, which are quite similar to those of California).\(^2\) The relevant entry in *International Handbook of Penology and Criminal Justice*\(^3\) summarised the point as follows:

“The evidence supporting the effectiveness of chemical castration is as mixed as the public support for the sanction. Basically it has been found to be less effective than surgical castration, but more effective than nonpharmacological methods to treat sex offenders ... but the evidence is far from overwhelming and there are multiple controversies surrounding the use of castration.”

21. Other issues that are critical in considering the appropriateness of CC, apart from whether and how it is effective, include:

- Ethical considerations (for the legal profession and the medical profession);
- Human rights implications;
- How to determine whether a person is an “appropriate” person to receive treatment (considering factors such as age and health); and
- Practical considerations such as the proper administration of the drugs and ongoing monitoring.

22. In relation to most of these issues there is no consensus. Further, more systematic research, data and evidence is required that could provide the basis for informed policy debate.

**What does chemical castration mean?**

23. The formulation of the scope of this report refers to “chemical castration”. This includes the use of any drug or type of drug that has an “anti-libidinal” or “anti-androgen” effect and is used for that purpose in the criminal justice system (that is, it is used in response to a criminal conviction). Chemical castration may be temporary or permanent.

24. In some contexts, terms such as “anti-libidinal” or “chemical treatment” are used rather than the term “chemical castration”. The two terms may both refer to the prescription of the same drugs or types of drugs. But the difference in language appears to be of significance, at least sometimes. In contexts where drugs with an anti-libidinal effect tend to be used as part of a program of *rehabilitation or treatment*, the term “anti-libidinal” is used. In contexts where drugs with an anti-libidinal effect are used as a *punishment or deterrent*, the term “chemical castration” tends to be used.

---

25. Drugs used for this purpose include:

- Cyproterone acetate (CPA), commonly branded as Androcur.
- Medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA), commonly branded as Depo-Provera.
- Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs).

26. The researcher is not in a position to properly report on technical issues relating to the various drugs. The researcher has attempted to be as precise as possible in referring to these drugs. If a particular jurisdiction adopts a particular phrase or refers to a specific drug, that language is utilised in the discussion of that jurisdiction.

The debate about CC in the media; and sources of information

27. In the process of justifying their draft law proposal, many governments allude to the fact that other jurisdictions have laws that provide for CC. But often spokespersons and the media are not very accurate or specific in describing the asserted equivalent or precedent laws in other jurisdictions. For example, a CNN article published in 2012 about CC contains the following: “The process of chemical castration has been used in various forms, either forcibly as a sentence or as a way for offenders to reduce their jail time in several countries including Argentina, Australia, Estonia, Israel, Moldova, New Zealand, Poland and Russia.”\(^4\) As the discussion below regarding Australia’s laws will show, this description of Australia’s laws is not completely accurate. The laws (and practice) in each jurisdiction differ in important ways.

28. This report identifies some of these differences. Precisely because of the inaccuracy of reports, the researcher has attempted, as much as possible, to rely on primary material (that is, the laws themselves). The researcher indicates when reliance is placed on secondary sources, in particular press coverage.

Further research

29. There are a number of avenues of further research. Each has its own challenges. One is the use of CC in Asian jurisdictions. South Korea was reportedly the first Asian jurisdiction to legislate with respect to CC. Finding sources and materials that indicate the policy position regarding CC of other governments in Asia has proved to be difficult.

30. A further avenue of enquiry is to attempt to assess the “effectiveness” of CC treatment. The researcher has not been able to locate the original publications containing data and analysis of the few studies that have been performed in this respect. Also, more detailed research could be done in relation to the nature of voluntary programs involving CC.

---

C. Approach to The Comparative Analysis

31. The report considers why laws making provision for CC have been (or have not been) adopted in different jurisdictions. It is comparative in the sense that it seeks to understand different legal frameworks that provide for the use of CC in the criminal justice system. The analysis may be structured in the following way.

32. The first question is whether a particular jurisdiction makes provision for any form of CC in any criminal law or criminal justice process. Two alternatives are identifiable. The first is that a form of CC is explicitly contained in the criminal law as a distinct sentencing option. The second is that a form of CC may be implicitly or explicitly included in, or encompassed by, a sentencing order or legal mechanism that may become operational upon conviction.

33. The next question is “for which offences may CC be imposed?”. The offences for which CC may be imposed are typically sex offences deemed to be particularly serious. Very often, but not always, such offences involve offending against children. There is need for caution in this respect. Offences of a particular type in one jurisdiction may be broadly equated with offences of the same type in another jurisdiction. However, they may differ in significant ways. The researcher has attempted to briefly summarise the relevant offences and elements thereof in relation to the jurisdictions discussed. It is worth noting in this regard that this research note does not consider a type of criminal offence. Rather, it considers a potential type of response to certain types of criminal offences. Sometimes, but not always, this response is located in a jurisdiction’s sentencing laws. As alluded to above, there is great divergence in this respect. Chemical castration may be a distinct type of sentence and therefore form part of a punishment; or it may be formulated as a type of treatment.

34. The next question is: how are laws that may or do make provision for CC structured? There are three typical structures or patterns. The first may be referred to as “voluntary”. Chemical castration treatment is made available to a convicted person if that person consents. It is seen as part of treatment or rehabilitation. The second is “discretionary”. Chemical castration is a sentencing option open to the sentencing judge. If the order is made, then the administration of CC is compulsory. The third may be referred to as “mandatory”. This is where CC is a sentencing order that must be made if certain triggers occur. Typically, the trigger is re-offending: committing an offence of the requisite type again.

35. The next question is whether any issues have arisen in relation to the laws that provide for CC. These may be legal issues. But they may also be practical issues, such as whether there are sufficient medical experts to determine the appropriateness of CC for a convicted person and properly administer the drug and monitor the person receiving the treatment.

36. The final question is why these laws were adopted. What is their stated purpose? To allow for a broad range of options in the provision of rehabilitation and treatment? To decrease the risk of re-offending and thereby protect the community? Or is it to punish an offender? Or perhaps to deter others from committing such an offence given the possible penalty upon conviction? And in what
context were the laws made? Is there a specific incident that caused a government to introduce such laws? Does it seem to be a response to popular pressure; or a law apparently designed to increase the popularity of a government?

D. Summary of The Structure Of The Analysis

37. The discussion of the various laws thus initially follows the following pattern in order to allow for comprehensive and logical analysis.

i. **Does the criminal law provide for a form of chemical castration (CC)?** The first part of the enquiry is whether the criminal laws in a particular jurisdiction provide for a form of chemical castration (CC) explicitly or as a separate sentencing option for a convicted person?

   Alternatively, may and do judges or corrective services consider CC for certain offenders, for example by way of sentencing orders?

ii. **To which offences may CC apply?** If yes to 1, for which offences may CC be considered or imposed?

iii. **How is the law relating to CC structured?** If yes to 1, how does the criminal law impose CC? Three different structures approaches to the way laws relating to CC are structured may be identified: voluntary; discretionary; and mandatory. Even within and among these, there are significant variations.

   A voluntary structure is a structure in which the offender must consent to treatment; or in which it may be made available to a convicted person if that person requests it. The form of CC is typically seen as part of treatment or rehabilitation in this context.

   A discretionary structure is a structure in which a form of CC is a sentencing option open to the sentencing judge. If the order is made, then the treatment is compulsory.

   A mandatory structure is a structure in which a form of CC is a sentence that must be imposed if certain triggers occur.

iv. **Practice and implementation issues.** If yes to 1, how is CC put into practice and what issues have arisen in its implementation?

v. **Why were these laws introduced or why is a sentence involving CC imposed?** If yes to 1, why?

   If no to 1, why? Is there a policy debate about this issue?
E. Australia

38. In Australia, it appears that currently no jurisdiction has a law that explicitly provides for CC as a sentencing option for a convicted person. However, in late 2015, the Government of NSW announced that it was considering introducing laws that allow for the use of CC as a sentencing option. It also appears that in at least some jurisdictions, judges may and do make orders relating to forms of CC in their sentencing orders.

Western Australia (WA)

39. Does the criminal law provide for a form of chemical castration (CC)? The Dangerous Sexual Offenders Act 2006 (WA) (“DSO Act”) allows the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) to make an application to the Supreme Court of WA for a Continuing Detention Order or a Supervision Order. The Court, if satisfied of certain things (based on evidence including two psychiatrist's reports), may make such an order. That order may include a condition that the offender takes anti-libidinal medication. An offender may start being administered the drug just before release from prison; and upon release while the order is in force.\(^5\)

40. To which offences may CC apply? A sentencing order containing a condition that relates to anti-libidinal medication may be made in relation to an offence of a sexual nature that is punishable by 7 years or more. The DSO Act states that an application for such an order may be made by the DPP if a person is under sentence for a “serious sexual offence” (s 8). Section 3 provides that “serious sexual offence” has the meaning given to that term in the Evidence Act 1906(WA) section 106A. Section 106A essentially provides that serious sexual offence means an offence of a sexual nature that is punishable by 7 years or more (see Part B of Schedule 7 of the DSO Act; and the Criminal Code (WA)).

41. How is the law relating to CC structured? The Court may make an order that simply includes a condition that the offender take part in interventions prescribed by the Department of Corrective Services. These may, in turn, include anti-libidinal drugs. But the Court may require the offender to take anti-libidinal drugs, such that the Department has no discretion. If the drugs are then not administered or taken, for whatever reason, the offender may be in breach of the order, which may have negative consequences for the offender (for example, return to prison).

42. Practice and implementation issues. The drugs administered were either cyproterone acetate (“CPA”), commonly known as Androcur, or selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs).

43. The Submission made by the Western Australian Department of Corrective Services also discusses a number of issues in implementation. The WA Submission also sets out practical problems

\(^5\) This information is summarised in a document prepared by the Western Australian Department of Corrective Services for a NSW Enquiry into sentencing for child sexual assault offenders, which is reviewed below. The citation for the document is: “Submission from the Department of Corrective Services”, Parliament of NSW Joint Select Committee, Inquiry into Sentencing Child Sexual Assault Offenders, February 2014, available at: https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/prod/parlment/committee.nsf/0/dd0b16fc79b4bad4ca257ca8000df79b/$FILE/Submission%20No.%208%20-%20Department%20of%20Corrective%20Services.pdf.
experienced in administering such orders. In sum, they are: properly assessing an offender’s suitability to be administered the drug; sourcing (finding) a medical doctor with requisite expertise to prescribe the medication on an ongoing basis; properly monitoring administration of the drug (through blood tests); properly monitoring side effects and health; funding and employing appropriately trained medical doctors by the government if the government were to administer the entire system itself; and ethical considerations (for example, an offender may be motivated to take the drug because it means earlier release from prison).

44. **Why were these laws introduced or why is a sentence involving CC imposed?** According to the Submission, the main factor for the Court in making an order relating to anti-libidinal drugs is to reduce the risk of re-offending. The Court should also consider any implementation issues. The psychiatrists, in making their recommendations, should consider medical risks to the offender and any implementation issues. Typically, the main reason why a judge imposes an order that involves anti-libidinal drugs is to reduce the risk of re-offending. The Act, and practice, suggest that CC may be part of an appropriate management plan for an offender. It is administered in conjunction with other things such as psychological treatment.

New South Wales (NSW)

45. **Does the criminal law provide for a form of chemical castration (CC)?** In August 2015, the NSW Government’s Justice Minister Troy Grant announced that a NSW Government Taskforce would be established to consider “the use of anti-libido drugs to chemically castrate child sex offenders”. The taskforce terms of reference include reviewing the use of anti-libidinal drugs in the NSW correctional system; whether that use can be expanded; and also “whether chemical castration could be a sentencing option for judges in the state’s courts.” A reason the Justice Minister gave for this was that around 17 per cent of offenders are likely to reoffend within two years and the Government must do everything to reduce that figure. The Taskforce was due to report by the end of 2015. As far as this researcher is aware, that report is either not yet finished or has not yet been published (as of early 2016).

46. At the time the Taskforce was announced, the practice of the use of some form of CC in NSW may be best described as fitting within the “voluntary” category.

47. **To which offences may CC apply?** A NSW Parliament Committee considered the use of anti-libidinal drugs in a report it produced in October 2014. It will be referred to as “the NSW report”. Dr Hamer,

---


The Committee was chaired by Troy Grant, MP. In Chapter 6 of the NSW Report, entitled “Treatment and Management of Offenders”, and under the heading “Pharmacological Treatment”, the Committee considers the
a member of the NSW Bar Association who made a submission to the Committee for the NSW report, stated that anti-androgen treatments were being used under the *Crimes (High Risk Offenders Act) 2006* (NSW) “with the consent of the offender as a condition of release from detention under a supervision order.” Section 5I of the *Crimes (High Risk Offenders Act) 2006* (NSW) provides that an application for a high risk sex offender extended supervision order may be made in relation to a person serving a sentence of imprisonment for a serious sex offence or for an offence of a sexual nature (section 5I(2(a))). Those two terms are defined in section 5 of and include an extensive number of offences of sexual nature.

48. **How is the law relating to CC structured?** According to section 11, an order made under section 5I may “direct an offender to comply with such conditions as the Supreme Court considers appropriate ...”. These condition may include participating in treatment and rehabilitation programs. According to the NSW Report, in practice anti-libidinal treatment is available but on the basis of informed consent, typically commencing either just before or at the time of release. Its administration may be coordinated by Correctional Services.

49. **Practice and implementation issues.** Dr Hamer of the NSW Bar Association further stated that if such treatment should be used, that is how it should be done. The law should not be changed so that treatment can be imposed without consent. A reason for that is that the treatment involves serious medical intervention. Further, it would be inappropriate to view such treatment as retribution or general deterrence. Rather, it may be justified on the basis of protecting the community and rehabilitation. The Report summarised arguments and submission made in relation to CC as follows. At page 119, it said that “Arguments in favour of the use of these drugs rest on the assumption that the reduction of testosterone levels will increase the effectiveness of associated psychological treatment and that their effects are reversible once the treatment has ceased.” At page 120, it summarised arguments as follow: “There are concerns regarding the side-effects of the medication. Furthermore, anti-libidinal medication does not affect cognitive distortions and maladaptive thinking patterns, and as a result, pharmacological treatment cannot replace psychological therapy. As motivation from the offender is critical for treatment to work effectively, the weight of opinion is that chemical treatment should be administered only on a voluntary basis.” In other words, these drugs only address one of the risk factors and therefore should only be one part of a holistic treatment program. It is also in part due to this reason that CC treatment is only appropriate for a small number of offenders.

50. The report noted that the referral of persons for assessment for drug treatment by Correctional Services lacked a uniform State policy or procedure; and funding and continued assessment were also problematic issues (page 122).

51. **Why were these laws introduced or why is a sentence involving CC imposed?** The Committee concluded that (page 123):

---

The use of anti-libidinal (or “anti-androgenic”) drugs as a treatment approach for high risk sexual assault offending. The drugs used are either SSRIs or hormonal agents.

---

The NSW Report, p 120.
- Anti-libidinal drugs have a role to play in the treatment regimen of high-risk offenders and other offenders who are assessed as suitable.
- The Committee supports the current position that drug treatment may be a part of an (extended) supervision order or a factor in parole.
- “treatment with anti-libidinal medication should not become an alternative sentencing option in lieu of a custodial sentence. Rather, anti-libidinal medication treatment should be offered on an informed voluntary basis in addition to any sentence imposed by the court and used in combination with other appropriate treatment options.”

52. The Committee made the following recommendations (page 123):

- “Recommendation 25
  The Committee recommends the development of a standard policy in NSW for referring offenders for assessment for suitability for anti-libidinal treatment. This should prioritise assessment of high risk offenders.

- Recommendation 26
  The Committee recommends that the NSW Government allocates increased resources to assessing child sexual assault offenders for anti-libidinal medication so that all offenders who may benefit from such voluntary treatment have been assessed, and treatment commenced with appropriate monitoring in place, prior to being released from custody.”

53. On page 124, the Committee considers arguments about whether psychological or biological treatment is more effective (based on reviewing clinical medical meta-studies). The Committee appears to conclude that “it appears sensible to include the option of anti-libidinal prescribing in strategies relating to the treatment and management of high risk sex offenders, particularly for the highest risk sexual offenders who pose an immediate risk.” It further states on page 125 that “the most successful approaches to treatment will involve a range of complementary approaches to optimise outcomes and reduce recidivism.”

Other jurisdictions in Australia

54. In other states in Australia, the position is similar to the position in WA and NSW. In Queensland, a Government review regarding high risk offenders conducted in 2008 recommended that the use of “medical intervention (Chemical Castration) be endorsed where it is recommended by the offender’s treating psychiatrist and agreed to by the offender.”9 The report further noted that in 2008 “[t]he policy position in relation to this medication is that it can be useful as an adjunct to intervention programs,” and that “this treatment should only be considered when recommended by clinicians and consented to by offenders,” (at page 20).

55. In Tasmania, a 2008 report by the Tasmanian Institute for Law Reform said the following about CC:

---

The Institute does not support making chemical castration compulsory – either as a mandatory order if the trigger conditions are satisfied or giving courts a discretion to make a sentencing order which compels the offender to submit to drug treatment. Coercive treatment of this nature infringes ethical and human rights principles and is contrary to the general right to refuse medical treatment and to submit to a number of known possible side effects of the drugs. Instrumental arguments about the effectiveness of such treatment as a means of reducing sexual recidivism are reasons for offering such treatment to sex offenders but do not justify compelling offenders to undergo such treatment as part of a sentencing order.  

56. The report notes that: drugs such as Medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA) are sometimes used in the treatment of sex offenders; where drugs are used for volunteers this is not particularly controversial; but that chemical castration “is not a sentencing option in any Australian jurisdiction” (see paragraph 6.4.33).

F. United States of America (US)

57. Several US states have adopted laws since the mid-1990s that provide for CC. Variations of the discretionary and mandatory CC sentencing regimes exist or existed in at least the following other US jurisdictions: Montana; Iowa; Wisconsin; Georgia (repealed); and Oregon (repealed).

58. Specific reasons for the introduction of these laws provided by legislators are discussed below in relation to the CC sentencing regimes of three particular states: California; Florida; and Louisiana. The following are more general factors that have been cited as potentially explaining the introduction of such laws. One such factor is the perception in the US that prisons were overcrowded, coupled with the realisation that most offenders will eventually be released from prison. CC may be cheaper than imprisonment. And CC laws may be part of a “tough on crime” policy; or be a (politically motivated) response to public pressure or outrage about particularly terrible offences or series of offences.

California

59. Does the criminal law provide for a form of chemical castration (CC)? California Penal Code section 645 provides that a person convicted of certain types of offences may or must be sentenced to undergo medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA) treatment. This law passed through the California

---

legislative process in May, August and September 1996 and commenced operation on 1 January 1997. The sentencing regime specifies the use of the drug MPA. It appears to have been used as a model for similar laws in other jurisdictions in the US, notably Florida and Louisiana, which are reviewed below.

60. **To which offences may CC apply?** MPA treatment may or must be ordered if an offender has committed the offence of rape or other offences of a sexual nature and the victim of the offence is not yet 13 years of age.

61. **How is the law relating to CC structured?** According to section 645(a), the court may order that a person, upon parole, undergo MPA treatment if convicted of a first specified offence. Thus, for the first offence, the sentence is discretionary. According to section 645(b), a person guilty of a second offence shall undergo MPA treatment. Thus, if there is a second conviction for a specified offence, MPA treatment is mandatory. Alternatively, a person may undergo voluntary and permanent surgical treatment.

62. Section 645(d) provides that treatment shall begin one week prior to release; and shall continue “until the Department of Corrections demonstrates to the Board of Prison Terms that this treatment is no longer necessary.”

63. Finally, Section 645(f) provides that the Department of Correction shall “administer this section and implement the protocols required by this section.” Paragraph (f) further provides that nothing in those protocols shall require a physician or surgeon to participate against his or her will in the administration of the provisions of section 645. Paragraph (f) also provides that the protocols shall include, but not be limited to, a requirement to inform the person about the effects and side-effects of treatment.

64. **Practice and implementation issues.** In 2010, there were media reports that, despite the mandatory nature of the sentencing regime, the regime was not being implemented on a widespread basis.  

65. **Why were these laws introduced or why is a sentence involving CC imposed?** It has been difficult to locate primary materials (such as official documents discussing the proposed legislation) concerning the reasons why the law was made. The primary motivating factor expressed by the California Governor’s office appears to have been the promise that CC will reduce rates of recidivism.

---


66. A Los Angeles times article points out that the law passed through both chambers of the legislature very quickly (and legal scholars have pointed out that there were very few votes that opposed the passing of the legislation).\(^{16}\) The Los Angeles Times quoted the Governor, Pete Wilson, as follows:

"We do not pretend that any law is a panacea... This is one more valuable tool for law enforcement. But as long as it protects one girl or one boy, then keeping it on the books is worth enduring all of the criticism the opponents can muster."

67. Assemblyman Hoge, who was closely involved in the lawmaking process, is quoted by the New York Times as stating the following:

"There is no crime out there more heinous than child molestation. 'These are our most helpless citizens. California and Californians are fed up with those who prey on kids, and we're going to jail them and make it so that when they return to society as a whole, they don't have the desire to do what they used to do.'\(^ {17}\)

68. This California law appears to have been a causative factor for a number of other states in the US to pass similar legislation. Two of those – Florida and Louisiana – are discussed in detail below. Indeed, the Los Angeles Times quotes Assemblyman Hoge as follows at the time of the signing of the law:

"We have now set the stage for America--and we hope you are listening America ... We can do this all over the country. This is going to have the biggest impact on this horrible, horrible crime of any legislation ever seen."\(^ {18}\)

**Florida**

69. **Does the criminal law provide for a form of chemical castration (CC)?** In Florida, a law\(^ {19}\) that commenced (came into effect) in October 1997 makes provision for CC as a distinct sentence that the Court may, and in some cases must, impose. The codified reference for the law is Florida Statutes 794.0235 and its title is “Administration of medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA) to persons convicted of sexual battery.”\(^ {20}\) As is the case with the California law, it specifies the type of drug to be used. Indeed, the law is very similar in its structure to the law in California (and also Louisiana).


\(^{19}\)Ch. 97-184, § 1, 1997 Fla. Laws 3455 (codified at FLA. STAT. § 794.0235 (1997)).

70. **To which offences may CC apply?** A Court may sentence a defendant to be treated with MPA if the person is convicted of sexual battery under s 794.011. Sexual battery essentially includes any form of sexual penetration of a child; or without consent.

71. **How is the law relating to CC structured?** Section 794.0235(1) provides that “the court ... [may] sentence a defendant to be treated with medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA) ... if the defendant is convicted of sexual battery ...” (emphasis added). Thus, upon a first conviction, MPA is a discretionary sentence. Subsection (2) provides that the court shall sentence a person to be treated with MPA upon a second conviction for sexual battery. Thus, for a second offence of sexual battery, the sentence is mandatory.

72. If a person is sentenced to be treated with MPA, that sentence may not be imposed instead of or reduce any other sentence. Physical castration may be ordered with consent of the defendant. If a person fails to submit to treatment, this constitutes a separate offence.

73. Subsection (2)(a) provides that such a sentence “shall be contingent upon a determination by a court appointed medical expert, that the defendant is an appropriate candidate for treatment.” The law does not define the term “appropriate” nor specify which factors may be relevant in the determination whether the defendant is an appropriate candidate. Subsection (3) provides that “[n]othing contained in this section shall be construed to require the continued administration of medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA) treatment when it is not medically appropriate.”

74. The sentence must specify the duration of treatment “for a specific term of years, or in the discretion of the court, up to the life of the defendant.” Treatment commences no later than a week prior to release.

75. **Practice and implementation issues.** Subsection (3) provides that “The Department of Corrections shall provide the services necessary to administer medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA) treatment.”

76. In the case of Tran v State of Florida, the District Court of Appeal of Florida considered a mandatory sentence of MPA treatment. The appellant challenged the constitutional validity of the MPA sentencing regime. The Court, however, did not consider this argument because it found the sentence was not lawfully imposed on other grounds.

77. The Court relevantly stated the following in relation to the MPA sentencing regime:

> “We reject the state’s contention that the MPA statute is for remedial treatment purposes, as opposed to punishment. The language of the entire statute speaks of MPA in terms of a sentence and a penalty. ... As a matter of statutory construction, it would appear that a sentence to administration of MPA does constitute punishment. Pursuant to the statutory scheme, the administration of MPA is imposed as part of a criminal sentence. Indeed, section 794.0235 is placed within Florida's criminal code, rather than under Florida's public health code. ... Since the...

---

legislature has deemed MPA treatment a penalty, we conclude that it is part of the defendant’s punishment and sentence.”

78. Apparently even the various states that have mandatory laws, such as Florida, only rarely actually go ahead with mandatory treatment (if the offender does not also consent).  

79. **Why were these laws introduced or why is a sentence involving CC imposed?** The researcher has so far had great difficulty in finding primary source material that explains or justifies the MPA sentencing regime.

80. As the discussion of the MPA sentencing regime by the Florida appeals court in Tran makes clear, the MPA sentencing regime is a penalty and part of the defendant’s punishment and sentence. It is therefore punitive in nature.

81. Spalding points to motivating factors of Florida legislators for the MPA sentencing regime which included the following: the MPA sentencing regime is necessary to alleviate the increasing sexual offence rate in the US; and that the MPA sentencing regime will reduce the number of repeat sex offenders. Spalding summarises this as follows: “The reasoning advanced for the enactment of Florida’s chemical castration statute is that rehabilitation of sex offenders and the safety of Florida’s citizens are sufficient justifications for establishing chemical castration as a condition of release for convicted sex offenders.”

Louisiana

82. **Does the criminal law provide for a form of chemical castration (CC)?** In June 2008, Louisiana Revised Statutes LA Rev Stat 14:43.6, entitled “Administration of medroxyprogesterone acetate (mpa) to certain sex offenders”, commenced (came into effect).

83. **To which offences may CC apply?** The offences for which it is imposed are specified in LA Rev Stat 14:43.6 and include aggravated forms of rape and incest.

84. **How is the law relating to CC structured?** Upon a first conviction for a specified offence, the Court may sentence the offender to be treated “according to a schedule of administration monitored by

---


24Larry Helm Spalding, “Florida’s 1997 Chemical Castration Law: A Return to the Dark Ages”, *Florida State University Law Review* 25 (1998) 117, 138. Spalding’s article is strongly critical of the MPA sentencing regime. He points to several constitutional issues; legal, ethical and practical issues relating to the administration of the drug; and also questions the effectiveness of the treatment for certain types of sex offenders.

the Department of Public Safety and Corrections.” (RS 14:43.6 A) Thus, the sentence is discretionary for a first offence.

85. If a person is convicted of a second specified offence, the Court shall sentence the offender to be treated. Thus, the sentence is mandatory. (RS 14:43.6 B(1)).

86. The law further provides that the treatment may not be imposed in lieu of or reduce any other penalty. The Court may order physical castration if the defendant consents. (RS 14:43.6 2). A court appointed medical expert must determine the suitability of the treatment. Also, the treatment shall commence not later than one week prior to the release of the defendant. If the defendant refuses to undergo treatment, this is an offence and upon conviction the offender shall (again, mandatory) be imprisoned for not less than three but not more than five years.

87. **Practice and implementation issues.** Medroxyprogesterone acetate is administered through injection. As of 2011, three years after the law commenced, it appears that this sentencing option was not commonly used by judges in Louisiana, even where it may be lawfully imposed.\(^\text{26}\)

88. The law was considered by the Louisiana Supreme Court in *State Ex Rel. Herbert Nicholson Versus State of Louisiana*.\(^\text{27}\) Relevantly for this research tasks, the Court held that: “...the chemical castration requirements of the new statute are expressly part of the punishment that a court may impose for the sex crimes enumerated in La.R.S. 14:43.6.” The Court further stated that therefore, and because the “Ex Post Facto Clause prohibits retroactive application of new laws that increase the penalty for which the crime is punishable ... and because we find no clearly expressed legislative intent to apply this substantive change in the law retroactively,” the law does not apply retroactively.

89. **Why were these laws introduced or why is a sentence involving CC imposed?** The Governor of Louisiana at the time, Bobby Jindal, made a statement at the time the law came into effect. According to one press source, Governor Bobby Jindal said that he wanted to create a deterrent to “heinous and disgusting crimes. We think it’s critical to give the judicial system and our law enforcement officials every tool possible to punish these monsters and keep them away from our children.”\(^\text{28}\)

---


\(^{27}\)Case No. 2013-KH-0072.

90. A copy of the press release may be viewed at the Vote Smart website.\textsuperscript{29} That press release contains the following quotes from Governor Bobby Jindal:

"The Sex Offender Chemical Castration Bill is a good bill, and I am especially glad to sign it into Louisiana law today, on the same day the Supreme Court has made an atrocious ruling against our state’s ability to sentence those who sexually assault our children to the fullest extent. Those who prey on our children are among the very worst criminals imaginable.

Not only as the Governor of this great state, but as a father of three children, I believe that sexually assaulting a child is one of the very worst crimes and I am glad we have taken such strong measures in Louisiana to put a stop to these monsters' brutal acts. I want to send the message loud and clear - to the Supreme Court of the United States and beyond - make no mistake about it, if anyone wants to molest children and commit sexual assaults on kids they should not do so here in Louisiana. Here, we will do everything in our power to protect our children and we will not rest until justice is won and we have fully punished those who harm them."

91. The language of the law is punitive in nature. Its primary purpose appears to be to punish those convicted of the offences to which it applies. The Louisiana Supreme Court made this point in the case of \textit{State Ex Rel. Herbert Nicholson}, quoted above.

92. Further, the language used by the Governor in the press release indicates several further purposes of the law. The first is that it should have a \textit{general deterrent} effect – that is, it aims to stop persons from committing the offences to which it applies. It also seeks to protect the community. Finally, it is also intended to serve the purpose of denunciation. Finally, the Governor repeatedly referred to offences against children.

G. Jurisdictions in Europe

a) Poland

93. In July 2010, The Economist blog Eastern Approaches reported that “Poland has become the first country in Europe to make chemical castration compulsory for certain sex offenders.”\textsuperscript{30} The legislation is a result of debate after a case of incest and rape that received significant media attention. A government statement explained the legislation as follows: “The purpose of this action is to improve the mental health of the convict, to lowered his libido and thereby reduce the risk of


another crime being committed by the same person.” The Polish Prime Minister at the time, Donald Tusk, commented in relation to the law that “I do not believe that we can call these individuals – these creatures – human beings. So in this case, we don’t need to discuss human rights.” The law potentially applies to offences of child rape and rape of immediate family. It requires the opinion of a psychiatrist; and “According to Polish politicians, the country now has the toughest legislation towards paedophiles in Europe.” Poland was already a member of the EU at the time and various other member states, as well as the EU itself, voiced criticisms about the law when it was first proposed in 2008.  

b) Russia

94. Various academic journal articles state that Russia has laws that provide for CC. The researcher has reviewed press articles and other sources that confirm a law that more specifically provided for CC was passed in early 2012. It appears that a law proposed in 2011 was eventually passed by the Russian legislature (Duma) in 2012 that makes provision for CC. The articles reviewed by the researcher leave some doubt about whether CC is involuntary, a requirement for eligibility for parole, or mandatory in some circumstances. The lack of certainty in the position of the law is increased by the content of an article dated 20 October 2015 stating that a bill had been introduced to the Duma proposing mandatory chemical castration. As these articles make clear, the laws are aimed at persons who have committed sexual offences against children. The legislators cited a spike in the cases of sexual offences committed against children in the years around 2010 as the motivating factor. Legislators also noted that such sexual offenders often re-offend; and referred to statistics that convicted persons are much less likely to re-offend if they receive CC treatment. Finally, legislators also noted that such laws existed in Europe and the US.

---

95. The researcher has located a translated version of the Russian Penal Code which claims to include amendments made up until 1 March 2012. In article 97, the Penal Code provides that: “Compulsory measures of a medical nature may be imposed by a court of law on the following persons: ... e) those who have made at the age of eighteen plus an offence against sexual integrity of minors under fourteen years old and who suffer from sexual preference disorder (pedophilia) that does not qualify as insanity.” The law further provides that such compulsory measures may only be used if the convicted person’s “mental derangement threatens the possible infliction on these persons of further damage, or danger to themselves or other persons.” Also, procedures for implementation shall “be determined by the criminal and executive laws of the Russian Federation, and by other federal laws.” The researcher cannot be certain whether this law is current. Nonetheless, the researcher is in a position to observe that this law appears to create a discretionary regime, where a court may sentence an offender to CC. The law does not specify the type of drug to be used.

c) Moldova

96. In 2012, Moldova amended its Criminal Code such that CC is mandatory for violent sexual crimes committed against children under 15. Further, legislators said that the law was introduced “in response to the fact that 15 people were prosecuted in Moldova during the last five years for repeatedly committing sexual crimes against minors.”

d) Germany

97. At least up until 2014, Germany maintained laws that allowed physical (surgical) castration of certain offenders. The Council of Europe’s Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) has urged Germany to cease this practice. German authorities indicated that the use of surgical castration has dropped significantly in recent years, and that therefore “it is clear that surgical castration – also certainly due to the continued development of anti-androgen medications – by now is practically meaningless,” (emphasis added).

98. A German law passed in 1969 (“Law on Voluntary Castration) allows for castration (both chemical and surgical) but only with the consent of the offender (that is, on a voluntary basis). The law may

---


be viewed at the German website “Gesetzeim Internet”.\textsuperscript{41} It appears that there is no legal provision for mandatory castration. Laws passed in 1998 that reformed (and strengthened) provisions relating to serious crimes, including sexual crimes, reportedly did not amend the legal position in Germany relating to castration.\textsuperscript{42}

e) Switzerland

99. In Switzerland in September 2013, an enquiry considered chemical castration for reoffending of paedophiles and rapists (in the German language, “ChemischeKastrationfürrückfälliggewordenePädophile und Vergewaltiger”\textsuperscript{43}). The justification of the proposal noted that:

- Pharmacological therapy using anti-testosterone drugs, often referred to as chemical castration, has been used for years in many Western countries, for example Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Spain, Poland and a number of US states for paedophiles and rapists that have reoffended;
- In some cases the measure is voluntary and in other cases mandatory;
- Statistics from Scandinavian states show such treatment reduces the rate of reoffending against children from 40% to 5%.
- Sanctions in Switzerland were too weak and there was too little protection of victims (women and children).

100. By December 2013, the proposal had been rejected. The relevant body observed that voluntary treatment has been in use in Switzerland for many years.\textsuperscript{44} Further, a civil law in Switzerland (Article 434 of the Civil Code (in the German language, “Zivilgesetzbuches (SR 210)”) already theoretically allows chemical castration \textit{without consent} in very limited specified circumstances. It was further observed that chemical castration may be important in certain individual cases, but in many other cases it will have no effect or may be counter-productive. For that reason it should not be a mandatory sentence; nor should it be a condition of release (for example, release on parole).


f) England

101. In England, it appears that the use of CC is entirely voluntary. A pilot scheme is currently being run; and referrals to, and treatment of offenders as part of, the scheme are apparently increasing.\(^45\)

H. Jurisdictions in Scandinavia

102. In the various sources the researcher has reviewed regarding the use of CC, Denmark is often mentioned for two related reasons:

- Various journal articles note that Denmark was one of the earliest jurisdictions to use castration or CC.\(^46\)
- Various sources (in particular, newspaper articles and statements by politicians) refer to a study or studies done in Denmark regarding recidivism according to which the use of castration (although not necessarily chemical castration) reduced the rate of recidivism drastically.\(^47\)

103. It appears that the use of CC (that is, treatment by anti-androgen drugs) commenced in Denmark in the 1970s and 1980s.\(^48\) The use of CC appears to be done entirely, or almost entirely done, on a voluntary basis (that is, the person being treated must consent).\(^49\) Sweden apparently also provides CC treatment on a voluntary basis.

---


\(^{46}\) See, for example, Peter J. Gimino III, “Mandatory Chemical Castration for Perpetrators of Sex Offenses Against Children: Following California’s Lead”, 25 Pepp. L. Rev. 1 (1998), 76-77, available at: http://digitalcommons.pepperdine.edu/plr/vol25/iss1/3


104. The researcher has not been able to locate the study or studies done in Denmark. The New York Times article of 2010 entitled “Europeans Debate Castration of Sex Offenders”\(^50\) refers to a study in Denmark done in the 1960s. This is extraordinary dated research, a point not lost on contributors to the Sentencing Law and Policy Blog in their discussion of European laws relating to CC.\(^51\)

I. Jurisdictions in Asia: South Korea and India

105. South Korea reportedly was the first jurisdiction in Asia to introduce laws providing for CC in 2010 and 2011 by passing the Act on the Medication against Sexual Impulses of Sexual Assault Offenders.\(^52\) The law allows judges to order a person under CC. The researcher has not viewed the law. On the basis of other sources (cited in the footnotes), this law appears to be discretionary in nature (although the researcher cannot be certain): the judge may order CC in certain circumstances, and the sentenced person must then undergo treatment.\(^53\) (According to a World Post article published in 2012, a “Justice Ministry Panel” may also order such treatment.\(^54\)) These laws were passed in response to an increase in the reported number of sex offences over a period of around five years and consequent public pressure to toughen laws in relation to crimes committed against children.\(^55\)

106. Park published a “Legislative Update” regarding amendments to South Korea’s laws regarding sexual offences in 2013.\(^56\) Park noted that he was “unaware” of “a court yet issuing such an order”. Yet there were media reports at the time that the first CC order was made in 2012, which is also noted by the US State Department.\(^57\) South Korea “strengthened” laws relating to offences against children in 2013 but Park does not indicate that the laws relating to CC were amended as part of these changes. However, the US State Department noted that new rules enacted in March 2013

\(^50\)New York Times, “Europeans Debate Castration of Sex Offenders”, 10 March 2009, 

\(^51\)Sentencing Law and Policy Blog, “Europeans Debate Castration of Sex Offenders”, 11 March 2009, 


meant that a court could potentially order a person to undergo chemical castration if that person commits an act of sexual violence; and that previously such an order could only be made in relation to an offence against a child.\textsuperscript{58}

107. Chemical castration was the subject of a constitutional challenge (relating to a sentence passed in 2013); and in late 2015 the court ruled the law was constitutional.\textsuperscript{59}

108. India is reportedly considering new laws that provide for CC. These laws are being considered in response to series of sexual offences committed against children in India.\textsuperscript{60}
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